
If there is no bluetooth pairing above 10 minutes, or no playing for 30 minutes in 
aux in mode, the speaker will turn o� automatically. You can turn on the speaker 
again by long press power button.

尺寸：85*125mm
材质：128g双铜单色双面印刷(折页) 
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This speaker supports mobile phones and tablet PCs etc. Here this User Manual is illustrated based 
on mobile phones.

Bluetooth Version: 5.0

Output Power: 17WRMS

Transmission Range:  Up to 10m

Frequency Response: 70Hz-18kHz

Playback Time: 3-10 Hours

Charge Time: 2-3 Hours

Battery: Li-ion 7.4V,2000mAh

Power Consumption: 1300mA(Max)

Dimensions:  204.6 x 174.7 x 208mm
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After bluetooth connection, when you make call from your mobile, speaker will 
enter into hands free status. You can short press“      ” to answer a call and short 
press“      ”to hang up. Also, you can reject the call by long press“      ”.
During a call conversation, short press“      ”to switch the call from speaker to 
mobile to protect your privacy, short press“      ”again to hands free status.

Bluetooth

My Device

Digitech XC-5252

1. Power on/o�
Long press power button“        ” for 2-3s to power on/o�.

2. Bluetooth Mode
After speaker is turned on, it will enter into bluetooth pairing mode with blue 
indicator �ashing at back side. Find “Digitech XC-5252”  in your bluetooth list and 
connect it. There will be a prompt tone to show the speaker is connected 
successfully. Meanwhile, bluetooth indicator will stop �ashing and keep blue. You 
can feel free to play music now.

3. Hands Free Feature

拒绝 接听
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4. TWS Stereo Playing
1. Turn on the two speakers and blue indicators will �ash quickly.
2. Short press“        ” buttons from two speakers, the blue indicators will turn to alternately  
 �ashing white and blue colors.
3. After 1-2 seconds, the two speakers will pair automatically. Once tws connected,
 submaster speaker will keep on in blue and white colors and it will be right channel,  
 master speaker will keep �ashing in blue and white color, it will be left channel.
4. Open the setting and �nd "Digitech XC-5252" from mobile, click it and then  
 your mobile will pair with the two speakers and both master and submaster  
 speakers will keep on in blue and white color.
5. Short press“        ”button again to disconnect TWS.

The speaker also features 1x AUX audio in port, simply connect the speaker with 
your device with the 3.5mm jack audio cable and it will switch to AUX mode 
automatically. The green light will be on, and then you can play music via wired 
connection.

6. TYPE-C Charging Port

7. Energy Saving

8. Digitech XC-5252 Leg Folding Way
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Red light keep �ashing with a prompt tone.

When remain battery is less than 10%, the speaker will shut down automatically 
with a prompt tone.
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5. Aux In Feature

Q: What kind of charger should we use for the speaker?
A: All common USB chargers can be used, while we suggest the ones 5V/2A or above.

Q: What if there is noise or discontinuous sound when playing?
A: The speaker can be normally used within 10m under no obstruction environment.  
 If it is over 10m or with obstruction, there might be noise or discontinuous sound.

Q: Why will the speaker shut down automatically when it is working ?
A: When there is no bluetooth pairing for above 10 minutes or no playing for 30  
     minutes in aux in mode, the speaker will shut down automatically to reduce  
     power consumption.

Q: The speaker cannot connect the once-paired cellphone?
A: First, remove the speaker's pairing name from the cellphone’s Bluetooth list and  
 then short press the power button twice quickly to restart paring mode.

Q: What is the priority play order for Bluetooth and Aux mode?
A: Default mode is bluetooth mode, but when insert in aux in cable, aux in mode  
 will have the priority.

Q: The speaker cannot be started up in a normal situation?
A: Please plug in the charger and try in a few minutes.

PRECAUTIONS FOR USING
1. Pls charge the speaker once a month if you don’t use it for long time to avoid  
 excessive battery consumption.
2. Pls use the speaker in ordinary temperature,pls don’t use it in dusty, damp and  
 dry environment;
3. Pls avoid to fall or knock the speaker by hard object which will cause appearance or  
 component damage.
4. Pls don’t disassemble or repair the speaker,it may cause damage to speaker.
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Note: During TWS mode, master and submaster speaker can be controlled mutually.

Clockwise it to add bass 
Counterclockwise it to reduce bass

Short press it to activate/disconnect TWS

Short press it to switch between below lighting mode

Short press it to disconnect bluetooth

Short press it to play/pause during music playing
Short press it to answer/end a call
Long press it to reject the call

Long press it 2-3s to power on/o�1
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Power Button

Bass Rotary Knob  

3 Play/Pause Button

Play/Pause
Button

5 TWS Connection
Button 

6 Light Button 

Volume 
Rotary Knob 

4
Bluetooth 
Disconnection 
Button

Clockwise it to increase volume
Counterclockwise to decrease volume

(Default mode is body light keeping on,  dynamic light keeps �ashing 
during music playing          body light and dynamic light keep on          
body light keeps on,  dynamic light turn o�          body light and 
dynamic turn o�.)

Power Button

Power
Button

TWS

Technical Light 

Right Channel
(Submaster speaker 

will keep on in blue and white color)

Left Channel
(Master speaker will keep 

�ashing in blue and white color)

� � � � � � � � For TWS pairing, pls make sure two speakers are turned on and under bluetooth pairing status, 
then let the two speakers connect �rst. After that, connect the speakers with your mobile phone.

� � � � � � �
    Do not use the power adapter which is without safety certi�cation.
    We suggest to use the adapters which is 5V/2A or above.
1. Pls charge the speaker when you hear the low battery prompt tone.
2. The technical indicator at back side will be red during charging and it will be o�  
     once charging completed.

Leg draw back
(Digitech XC-5252 leg status when taking 

out from package)

Leg stretch out
(You may put Digitech XC-5252 on table after 

stretching out the leg)
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Technicial Light 

Technicial Light 

Technicial Light 

Technicial Light 

Technicial Light 

Dynamic Light

Body Light  

Default mode is bluetooth mode, technical light will �ash 
quickly (bluetooth searching status).

In default mode,dynamic light is o� if there is no music 
playing. When you start to play music, dynamic light will 
�ash along with music rhythm.

Technical light keeps blue when bluetooth is connected, it 
will �ash quickly if it beyonds bluetooth distance. Technical 
light will �ash slowly in blue color during music playing.   

During TWS paring, master and submaster speakers will be 
alternately fashing in white and blue colors quickly. Once 
TWS connected, master speaker will keep �ashing in blue 
and white colors alternately and submaster will keep on in 
blue and white colors.

 Inserted Aux In cable,technical light will keep green.

Red light will keep on during charging and be o� once 
charging completed.

Body light keeps on.

5VDC,1.5A      
(Type C USB)

Power:


